
NOTIFICATION OF AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTIONS (AV-PRODUCTIONS) 
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Producer
Declaration: I hereby affirm that the details relating to the abo-
ve audiovisual production, in particular regarding ist title and 
music length, are true and correct in all respects

GEMA member
Assignment of rights: I/We assign to GEMA exclusive rights for 
this/these work(s) as provided in the Deed of Assignment. It is 
hereby confirmed that all information provided in this notifica-
tion form has been given to the best of my/our knowledge and 
belief. I/We agree to this declaration also being used in dealings 
with authorities and the courts. I am/We are aware that a false 
declaration may have consequences under criminal and associa-
tion law.

1)  FSA = Commissioned composition for a television production/VBW = Pre-existing work
2) If Characteristic = Background music, then work title = title of AV-production
3) CH (Characteristics): V = Opening theme; T = Title song/Main title; I = Background music; N = Closing theme; VM = Visual music
4) Optional specification for new registrations of works covered by § 65 paragraph 3 of the Copyright Law.        
             

With reference to § 7 par. 2 of the Distribution Plan, I hereby certify in my capacity as a publisher or as a producer acting in my 
own name or for the publisher that the grant of publishing rights in the commissioned composition(s) contained in the television 
production referred to above was not a condition or requirement for assigning the composition commission.

Place/Date Membership no. Place/Date

Signature of AV-producer or licensee, stamp Signature of composer or publisher

FSA /
VBW
1) 

Title 2) 
(if possible GEMA membership no.)

Part
C = Composer
AR = Arranger
A = Author 
P = Publisher

Name of right owner
(if possible GEMA membership no.)

CH 
3)

Playing 
time per 

work

Confirm that this 
song is a new work 
created jointly by all 
writers listed. 4)min sec

  Yes          No 

  Yes          No 

  Yes          No 

  Yes          No 

  Yes          No 

DETAILS OF MUSIC CONTENT

Original title of AV-production/episode

Title of series      Episode no. 
 

Total length of music  

 h/m/sk Version

Concerning following cue sheet  

Does the following cue sheet cover the entire music content                        Yes                   No                 Will be submitted without being asked

Where background music is based on thematic use of songs with lyrics, the name of the author, and if necessary the arranger, must be stated. 
Please state all participants of respective works in the cue sheet.

Next page for the registration of further work titles
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